The standardization debate: A conflation trap in critical care electroencephalography
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Abstract

Purpose—Persistent uncertainty over the clinical significance of various pathological continuous electroencephalography (cEEG) findings in the intensive care unit (ICU) has prompted efforts to standardize ICU cEEG terminology and an ensuing debate. We set out to understand the reasons for, and a satisfactory resolution to, this debate.

Method—We review the positions for and against standardization, and examine their deeper philosophical basis.

Results—We find that the positions for and against standardization are not fundamentally irreconcilable. Rather, both positions stem from conflating the three cardinal steps in the classic approach to EEG, which we term “description”, “interpretation”, and “prescription”. Using real-world examples we show how this conflation yields muddled clinical reasoning and unproductive debate among electroencephalographers that is translated into confusion among treating clinicians.

We propose a middle way that judiciously uses both standardized terminology and clinical reasoning to disentangle these critical steps and apply them in proper sequence.
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Conclusion—The systematic approach to ICU cEEG findings presented herein not only resolves the standardization debate but also clarifies clinical reasoning by helping electroencephalographers assign appropriate weights to cEEG findings in the face of uncertainty.
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1. Introduction
There is ongoing debate within the electroencephalographic community over the place of standardized terminology in intensive care unit continuous electroencephalogram (ICU cEEG) recordings. We first review the main arguments and then through case studies show that disagreement arises from uncertainty over the significance of cEEG findings coupled with conflation of basic steps in the clinical approach to EEG. We then revisit our cases to propose a structured approach that disentangles these steps and strategically incorporates standardization to deal with uncertainty over ICU cEEG monitoring and management.

2. The standardization debate
Terminology standardization proponents advocate uniform nomenclature to facilitate communication among electroencephalographers and end-user physicians for clinical and research purposes. Clinically, cEEG volume is growing dramatically, updates are demanded rapidly and frequently, and findings need to be clearly and consistently communicated to clinicians from a variety of medical backgrounds. Standardization may reduce uncertainty by reducing inter-reader variability and providing an unbiased description. For research, standardization is seen as a necessary foundation for investigating the significance of ICU cEEG findings, with the ultimate goal of reducing uncertainty in the field. Standardization efforts have led to the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society (ACNS) ICU cEEG terminology framework, and various proposed criteria for electrographic status epilepticus.

Standardization opponents resist uniform nomenclature based on some variation of the objection that ‘one size does not fit all’: the schema may not be comprehensive enough, too comprehensive, or contain elements unsatisfactory in both regards. More restrictive schemas assume it is acceptable to disregard certain differences between cEEG patterns because there are only a limited number of possible distinct clinical responses to ICU cEEG findings, and choosing among them usually does not depend on distinctions beyond those provided by standardized terminology. But standardization opponents argue that subtle differences may still matter, and “lumping” subtly different cEEG patterns under a single standardized term risks encouraging over-treatment of benign patterns and under-treatment of malignant patterns. On the other hand, more granular schemas may include descriptive features that seem arbitrary or lacking proven clinical relevance. Such criticisms have already been raised against the ACNS ICU cEEG terminology.
Even if one could strike a perfectly balanced schema, a more fundamental philosophical objection remains: a one-size-fits-all system, no matter how well-refined, risks downplaying the role of clinical judgment. Standardization opponents may argue that instead of being free to craft a report customizable to any clinical presentation, the electroencephalographer would be unduly constrained by a pre-determined set of terms.

But standardization proponents may have their own philosophical objection: unconstrained inter-physician (and possibly intra-physician) variation in cEEG reporting amidst significant uncertainty leaves clinical reasoning vulnerable to subconscious cognitive biases. Cognitive biases are increasingly recognized as important and avoidable sources of medical error.\textsuperscript{8,9} For instance, \textit{probability adjustment} is the act of changing one’s assessment of data in order to make it fit better with other data. The \textit{narrative fallacy} is believing something to be true simply because it makes for a coherent story.\textsuperscript{10} The \textit{substitution heuristic} replaces a difficult or unanswerable question with an easier question. Standardization proponents maintain that uniform nomenclature is necessary for minimizing the influence of heuristics and biases by forcing electroencephalographers to use available neutral terminology to form an unbiased description of the recording.

3. The conflation trap

At face value, these philosophical objections appear irreconcilable. Resolution lies in acknowledging the larger issue that both sides are liable to conflating the basic steps in the classic approach to EEG: “description” of the record, subsequent “interpretation”, and finally electroclinical correlation.\textsuperscript{11–14} But in the ICU, furnishing a traditional laundry list of “compatible” differential diagnoses does not suffice because ICU patients require prompt translation of the cEEG into a concrete actionable “prescription”. Thus, the basic steps in approaching ICU cEEG are “description”, “interpretation”, and “prescription”.

At one extreme, overzealous standardization proponents may conflate description with interpretation and prescription if they use only uniform nomenclature because standardized terminology can only render a description. A report with neither interpretation nor prescription represents an abdication of responsibility on the part of the electroencephalographer. At the other extreme, conflation also occurs when overzealous standardization opponents use only free text. In the face of uncertainty, free text risks allowing other information (e.g. clinical history) to bias description when this information is only relevant in formulating an interpretation. Free text also allows \textit{ad hoc} inferences formed while reviewing the recording to bias the description. If the cEEG description is bent to fit \textit{interpretative} biases, then this is an instance of conflating description with interpretation. Similarly, if the biases are \textit{prescriptive} in nature, then this represents conflation of description with prescription.

Strictly adhering to either a standardized or unconstrained free text approach results in conflation and confusion in the ICU. Instead of standing alone, we believe that both standardized description and the clinical reasoning behind free text need to be incorporated into a “middle way” that rediscovers EEG first principles by disentangling the oft-conflated cardinal steps of description, interpretation, and prescription into distinct obligations shared...
between the electroencephalographer and treating clinicians (Fig. 1). More explicitly, we propose an approach that uses standardized terminology to first describe the ICU cEEG without knowledge of (bias from) the history. This then sets the stage for clinical reasoning to generate a cEEG interpretation that finally yields a cEEG prescription. We believe this “three-fold separation” approach not only resolves the standardization debate, but is also clinically useful by allowing patient-specific assignment of proper weight to cEEG findings among the total aggregate of data available to clinicians caring for critically ill patients.

4. Case studies

In this section, we illustrate the standardization debate as it unfolds in common ICU clinical scenarios with actual specialist discussions about reporting and clinical management. In each case, we demonstrate that disagreement is rooted in implicit conflation of the three cardinal steps in approaching ICU cEEG. In a later section, we revisit each case to show that reconciliation lies in firmly disentangling these steps and executing them in proper sequence using our proposed three-fold separation approach.

For concreteness, we will use ACNS ICU cEEG standardized terminology and the Young electrographic seizure diagnostic criteria as they are among the best known attempts at ICU cEEG terminology standardization to date (Table 1). Nevertheless we emphasize from the outset that we are not here defending any specific standardization schema per se. Rather, we focus on the principles motivating terminology standardization in general, and clarify their proper place in the overall approach to ICU cEEG.

4.1. Triphasic waves – conflating description and interpretation

A 40-year-old dialysis-dependent female with uremia developed acute obtundation. She remained awake but mute. cEEG demonstrated prominent discharges (Fig. 2a) designated by some electroencephalographers as “triphasic waves (TPWs)”, and by others as “generalized periodic epileptiform discharges (GPEDs)”. Proponents of the TPW designation argued she likely had metabolic encephalopathy from known uremia and the discharges were representative of this condition: triphasic morphology, symmetric bifrontally predominant distribution, anterior-to-posterior phase lag, and intermittent character. In contrast, GPED proponents argued that the discharges appeared too sharp and too periodic for metabolic encephalopathy, and were more consistent with nonconvulsive status epilepticus (NCSE). In response, TPW proponents argued that the term GPED would lead to treatment with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) that could worsen metabolic encephalopathy by way of polypharmacy. Citing a suggestion in the literature, GPED proponents countered that an AED trial was exactly what the patient needed.

At first glance, conflict was seemingly over terminology (TPW versus GPED). But on closer examination, the disagreement actually arose from deeper argument over cEEG interpretation that represents conflation of interpretation with description. The history of uremia and dialysis-dependence led TPW proponents to diagnose metabolic encephalopathy (interpretation) leading to the decision that cEEG discharges must be TPWs (description) because of their classical association with metabolic encephalopathy. For GPED proponents, sharpness and periodicity of the discharges appeared incompatible with metabolic...
encephalopathy (interpretation) and they were designated with a term implying higher epileptiform valence (description). Distinct from either “TPW” or “GPED”, the neutral standardized ACNS descriptive term is simply GPD (“generalized periodic discharge”) – a term devoid of association with an epileptic state or indication for AEDs that the extra E in GPED (“epileptiform”) may imply. As we shall see, using a neutral term prior to interpretation and prescription smoothed the way forward.

4.2. Electrographic seizures – conflating description and prescription

A healthy 40-year-old male developed rapidly progressive dementia over 3 months. As he deteriorated, cEEG demonstrated 1.5 Hz periodic sharp waves (Fig. 3a) and neuroimaging demonstrated prominent cortical ribboning with hyperintense basal ganglia (Fig. 3b). Toward end of hospital stay, there was a confident diagnosis of Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD), later confirmed on autopsy, and blunted periodic discharges evolved into continuous slow spike-and-wave complexes. On many occasions, these discharges displayed discrete evolution and devolution without any apparent change in clinical state (Fig. 3c). Using standardized diagnostic criteria (Table 1), some electroencephalographers designated the episodes as electrographic seizures. Others avoided the term ‘seizure’ for fear of prompting futile aggressive AED therapy. Seizure proponents suggested that an empiric AED trial would reasonable to test whether the electrographic events were truly asymptomatic. Seizure opponents objected to using AEDs in this clinical context, and the “blind mechanical” application of standardized criteria that designated the electrographic patterns as seizures. They believed that this exposed not only a critical error in the standardization schema per se but the very notion of standardizing ICU cEEGs.

In this case, conflict appeared to revolve around terminology: whether to report a paroxysmal pattern as electrographic seizure. But this disagreement arose over conflation of cEEG prescription with description, as seizure proponents cited a possible empiric AED trial (prescription) to defend the term electrographic seizure (description) while seizure opponents avoided the term electrographic seizure (description) due to the belief that aggressive AED therapy had no place in a terminally ill patient (prescription). Without acknowledging this web of conflations, the discussion stalled at an impasse. But as we shall see, standardized terminology provided the starting point for moving forward.

4.3. Postanoxic patterns – conflating interpretation and prescription

A 40-year-old male suddenly collapsed in front of witnesses. Paramedics found him in pulseless electrical activity and restored spontaneous circulation in 10 min. Therapeutic hypothermia began 90 min post-arrest. ICU cEEG monitoring began 16 h post-arrest during cooling and initially demonstrated diffuse low amplitude delta background slowing. During re-warming, GPDs emerged without motor manifestations while he remained comatose (Fig. 4a). After re-warming was complete, GPDs became higher, spikier, and more persistent (Fig. 4b), which led some electroencephalographers to argue they were consistent with NCSE. Others objected that GPDs after anoxic brain injury may represent epiphenomena instead of NCSE and they favored a watch-and-wait approach for clinical correlate in order to “prove” clinical significance. GPD proponents countered that as it is unknown whether postanoxic GPDs are epiphenomena, one should err on the side of caution and use the NCSE
designation in order to prompt aggressive therapy targeted to electrographic burst suppression.

Here, conflict was again superficially over how to interpret GPDs, that is, whether they represent NCSE with the main desiderata being treatment response desired from responding clinicians. But the impasse actually arose from conflation of cEEG prescription with interpretation, as AED opponents believed postanoxic epileptiform discharges do not require treatment (prescription) because they are epiphenomena (interpretation), while AED proponents believed they merit aggressive intervention (prescription). Also implicit in both positions is conflation between description and prescription, implicit in the apparent believe that designating a pattern as NCSE necessarily demands aggressively treating with AEDs. Without addressing these conflations, there was a large chance of fruitless debate and little chance of reaching consensus. Again as we shall see, starting with standardization provided the way forward.

5. A middle way

The first step in disentangling the cEEG conflations described above is to acknowledge the uncertain significance of most cEEG patterns by describing them in neutral standardized terminology devoid of any implied clinical significance or management ramifications. There is no a priori way of knowing from cEEG alone whether GPDs actually represent metabolic encephalopathy versus an AED-responsive (epileptic) state, whether electrographic seizures actually demanded treatment, or whether postanoxic GPDs are epiphenomena or causative of secondary neural injury. Attempting to extract a definitive answer in the absence of clinical correlation or guidance from clinical trials is an exercise in futility that leads to confusion and relapse into an unproductive standardization debate. Using standardized terminology focuses the arguments by first requiring the electroencephalographer to agnostically describe what is seen. Description should be performed without knowledge (bias from) the history. Only then is the stage set for clinical reasoning to interpret the cEEG description in clinical context in order to rationally generate recommendations (prescription). With these points in mind, we now revisit each case using this “middle way” three-fold separation approach.

5.1. Triphasic waves – disentangling description and interpretation

The first step is to acknowledge that there are no failsafe morphological criteria at present to distinguish metabolic TPWs from similar-appearing cEEG patterns considered to be epileptic.16,18–21 As a result, one resorts to standardized terminology to agnostically describe “sharp GPDs with triphasic morphology”. Subsequent cEEG interpretation required coordinating an AED trial with treating clinicians. Our patient received 4 mg of intravenous lorazepam and abruptly began conversing coherently, coincident with disappearance of the cEEG pattern and substantial normalization of the background (Fig. 2b). This unequivocal electroclinical response yielded a cEEG interpretation (and diagnosis) of NCSE with the resultant prescription of AED treatment. Had the AED trial been equivocal, additional clinical factors would have required consideration. For instance, if there were no evidence of metabolic encephalopathy and the patient could tolerate AEDs, then a period of empiric treatment would be reasonable. But if the patient had overwhelming metabolic
encephalopathy or could not tolerate AEDs, then AEDs (including an empiric trial) may be deferred to concentrate on resolving metabolic derangements instead. None of these scenarios require the objectionable practice of tailoring cEEG description to the electroencephalographer’s personal management style and biases, perceived clinical significance, or desire to guide the responding clinician’s ensuing management. Instead, the three-fold separation approach insists only upon an initial standardized description, leaving ample room for subsequent clinical correlation and advisement.

5.2. Electrographic seizures – disentangling description and prescription

Similarly, in this case the first step forward is acknowledging significant uncertainty and active research surrounding concepts of electrographic seizures that vary from pathophysiology to AED clinical response. While the epilepsy community has worked hard to vest the word “seizure” with particular salience vis-à-vis need for treatment, at present it remains unclear exactly whether, which, and to what extent ICU cEEG patterns termed electrographic seizures cause brain damage and neuronal injury. Thus, while uncertainty remains, standardized criteria for designating cEEG patterns as ‘electrographic seizures’ (as distinct from electroclinical seizures) without regard to clinical correlation, clinical significance, or required treatment at least afford consistent classification of certain cEEG patterns as electrographic seizures. A standardized definition provides an operational starting point for the electroencephalographer to formulate the significance (interpretation) of these patterns by discussing the clinical scenario with treating clinicians.

In our case, the diagnosis of CJD was well-founded, there was rapid clinical decline, and there was no indication that the cEEG patterns were symptomatic. In this context, recurrent electrographic seizures were felt to be of minimal clinical significance because the patient would be unlikely to benefit from treatment and aggressive measures were felt more likely to do harm than good. This risk–benefit consideration led to a prescription of foregoing AEDs. Decoupling the cEEG description of electrographic seizures from subsequent interpretation and prescription removes the temptation to “soften” the report based on subconscious conflations. Within the three-fold separation approach, there is nothing incoherent about the idea that cEEG findings described as electrographic seizures in the setting of CJD may be clinically insignificant and may not warrant treatment – much like how a p-value result can be statistically significant but, at the same time, clinically irrelevant.

5.3. Postanoxic patterns – disentangling interpretation and prescription

Moving beyond terminological debate in this case begins by acknowledging that there is no way at present of knowing from inspection of the cEEG pattern alone whether postanoxic GPED-appearing cEEG patterns represent epiphenomena. As a result, one agnostically describes them as GPDs using standardized terminology to set the stage for interpretation vis-à-vis each patient’s clinical circumstances. For example, if the patient is judged to have a meaningful chance of recovery and can tolerate AEDs, a reasonable prescription may be to attempt aggressive AED treatment for some time because the cEEG pattern could still be potentially damaging and worsen the probability of neurological recovery. But if the patient is judged to have an unequivocally poor prognosis, it may be reasonable to conclude
(without altering the cEEG description) that treatment is indeed futile and then prescribe no intervention.\textsuperscript{30,31} Similarly, if the patient cannot tolerate AEDs, then it may also be reasonable to forego empiric treatment.

5.4. New onset refractory status epilepticus – the middle way in action

As a final example illustrating the benefits of the three-fold-separation approach, we discuss a new case of a 20-year-old male with cryptogenic new onset refractory status epilepticus (NORSE). He initially required barbiturate-induced burst suppression to subdue relentless unequivocal clinical seizures. Whenever pharmacological sedation was lifted, the cEEG was described as showing recurrent GPDs with polyspike morphology, and it was noted they were consistently time-locked with myoclonic jerks (Fig. 5a). To decide whether myoclonic jerks were caused by cortical spikes or represented simply muscle artifact, neuromuscular blockade was carried out to help with interpretation (an alternative method being jerk-locked back-averaging). Although the neuromuscular blocker stopped the myoclonus, it did not stop the polyspikes (Fig. 5b), indicating a cerebral origin, leading to a diagnosis (interpretation) of convulsive SE (CSE). The ensuing prescription was to maintain burst suppression until maintenance AEDs alone could prevent resumption of myoclonic CSE upon lightening of pharmacological burst suppression.

After months of empiric AED trials, burst suppression was lifted without resumption of myoclonus, though GPDs persisted unabated (Fig. 5c). While the cEEG description remained unchanged (as GPDs), the clinical interpretation did not. Having previously been shown to firmly correlate with CSE, GPDs now became consistent with a clinical diagnosis (interpretation) of NCSE because they no longer possessed clinical (i.e. myoclonic) correlate. The freedom to change clinical interpretation of cEEG findings without altering their description, afforded by the uncoupling of cEEG description from its interpretation, opened the way for discussions about the clinical risk–benefit ratio of continued aggressive treatment to suppress NCSE. As the potential for neuronal injury and overall morbidity may be relatively less for NCSE than for CSE, this led some to consider tolerating the remaining GPDs in order to reduce the potential for iatrogenic complications.\textsuperscript{23,32,33} While there is no unequivocal right answer to this debate at present, it was nonetheless important that individual clinicians’ interpretation and prescription on this topic were not complicated by also arguing over what the cEEG record showed (description). In this case, the group prescription was to continue lightening pharmacological burst suppression despite ongoing GPDs. After a few days, the GPDs resolved (Fig. 5d) and the patient eventually regained a clinically significant degree of independence.

Had there not been a three-fold separation approach, the initial cEEG finding of GPDs may have been conflated with the clinical diagnosis of CSE into a single composite diagnosis of simply “status epilepticus” – convulsive or not. This conflation might have compelled treating physicians to continue aggressive treatment as long as GPDs remained. As an aside, conflation may also lead to under-aggressive treatment, such as in cases of late CSE with electroclinical dissociation. Returning to this case, given its long duration, there is a further risk that different electroencephalographers rotating through cEEG reporting duty may knowingly or unwittingly engage in “terminology wars” against one another. For instance,
some may describe “simply” GPDs to “permit” the treating physicians to reduce aggressiveness of treatment. Others may favor NCSE to “encourage” more aggressive treatment. This to and fro often leads to substantial confusion among treating clinicians and patient families. Such ad hoc gross descriptive manipulations to influence interpretation and management represent a conflation of the descriptive, interpretative, and prescriptive elements of the ICU cEEG. Conflation leads to muddled thinking, cognitive dissonance, unwarranted confidence in clinical narratives, and irrational management decisions. In contrast, a clear, rigorous, and structured three-fold separation approach, which strategically incorporates standardized terminology as a common starting point prior to the judicious use of thoughtful clinical reasoning, in our case led to successful diagnosis and management of initial unrelenting myoclonic CSE followed by worrisome NCSE. This middle way ultimately facilitated successful emergence out of prolonged pharmacological burst suppression in an extremely challenging case of NORSE.

6. Conclusion

A three-fold separation approach that disentangles the oft-conflated steps of cEEG description, interpretation, and prescription is a middle way in the standardization debate that strategically uses standardized terminology as a descriptive starting point for a process that continues with clinical reasoning to interpret cEEG findings in their clinical context and formulating clinical management strategies based on risk–benefit considerations. This approach combats the natural human tendency to fall prey to cognitive biases in the face of prevailing uncertainty over the clinical significance of ICU cEEG findings. It also satisfies the need for objectivity and inter-rater agreement in communicating between clinicians from a wide variety of backgrounds in the ICU. Rather than substituting for clinical judgment, standardized terminology when used as part of a systematic three-fold separation approach ultimately empowers it. This middle way also refocuses unproductive debate into a rational discourse on the real issues: the clinical significance of cEEG findings for an individual patient, and the need to refine our scientific understanding of cEEG findings in order to begin chipping away at the uncertainty in the field.
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Fig. 1.
Proposed three-fold separation approach to critical care cEEG as denoted by solid vertical arrows. Dotted arrows denote potential routes of three-way conflation between the distinct steps of description, interpretation, and prescription. (A) Conflation of interpretation with description: e.g. letting blood-work bias one’s interpretation of a triphasic wave as being indicative of metabolic encephalopathy. (B) Conflation of description with prescription: e.g. because EEG patterns are stimulus-induced, AEDs are automatically out of the question no matter the situation. (C) Conflation of prescription with description: e.g. because one does not want to prescribe AEDs in CJD, one alters one’s initial impression of nonconvulsive seizures on the EEG. (D) Conflation of prescription with interpretation: e.g. because one does not want to prescribe AEDs in a case of devastating postanoxic brain injury, one dismisses the significance of any EEG findings no matter how alarming.
Fig. 2. (a) Generalized periodic discharges with characteristic triphasic (three-lobed) morphology, symmetric bifrontally predominant distribution, typical anterior-to-posterior phase lag, and intermittent nature. (b) Resolution of generalized periodic discharges (“triphasic waves”) concomitant with dramatic clinical improvement minutes after administration of intravenous Lorazepam (4 mg).
Fig. 3. 
(a) Interictal generalized periodic 1 Hz triphasic sharp waves. (b) Axial DWI (left) and ADC (right) MRI slices demonstrating diffusion restriction within the caudate nuclei bilaterally and also diffusely within the left hemispheric cortical ribbon. (c) Electrographic seizure with generalized spike-wave complexes evolving out of quiescent background and increasing in frequency from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz prior to abrupt termination and resumption of background activity.
Fig. 4.
(a) Generalized periodic discharges following anoxic brain injury. (b) Evolution of generalized periodic discharges into spike-wave discharges consistent with nonconvulsive seizure following anoxic brain injury.
Fig. 5.
(a) Time-locked myoclonus to generalized periodic polyspikes. (b) Persistence of generalized periodic polyspikes despite treatment with Cisatracurium to abolish myogenic artifact. (c) Upon lightening of burst suppression, generalized periodic sharp waves without myoclonus. This EEG pattern is consistent with nonconvulsive status epilepticus. (d) Resolution of epileptiform activity.
### Table 1

**Diagnostic criteria for nonconvulsive seizure.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Duration ≥ 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Any of the primary criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Primary criteria**

1. Repetitive generalized or focal spikes, sharp waves, or spike-wave complexes at ≥ 3 Hz.
2. Sequential rhythmic, periodic, or quasi-periodic waves at ≥ 1 Hz with unequivocal evolution in at least one of:
   a. Frequency (gradual increase or decrease by ≥ 1 Hz)
   b. Morphology
   c. Location (gradual spread into or out of a region involving ≥ 2 electrodes)

*Source:* adopted from Ref. 7.

*Footnotes:*

- If criteria are not fulfilled, nonconvulsive seizure is not ruled out.
- Evolution in amplitude alone is not sufficient.